
Week 1 

1. Learning 

- An adaptive process where the tendency to perform a specific behaviour, emotion, 

and/or thought is changed by experience.  

Experience 

- Any effects of the environment mediated by a sensory system 

- The important element is that it’s an adaptive process. It is something that helps 

you perform well in whatever environment you are happened to find yourself in. 

- A more or less permanent change in behaviour potentiality which occurs as a 

result of repeated practice 

- Change in a subject’s behaviour or behaviour potential to a given situation brought 

about by the subject’s repeated experience in that situation 

Common features of learning 

a. There is a change 

- Learning doesn’t necessarily lead to changes in your behavioural acts. It can also 

lead to a change in your behavioural potential  

- The actual effect of learning might be invisible at any point of time, 

b. Change is lasting 

- Learning doesn’t strictly need to be lasting. It can last for some specific amount of 

time and dissipates for a while.  

c. Experiment and practice 

d. Learning situation is important 

- Things we learn in one environment don’t necessarily translate to another 

environment.  

- This makes treating psychological disorders difficult. When you teach people a 

new behaviour, they can perform it well in the laboratory setting but not 

generalize it to their everyday life.  

Two major ways of learning 

- Each involves cause and effect relationships between behaviour (or thoughts or 

emotions) and the environment 

- Behaviours refer to the observable outputs or thoughts and emotions that don’t 

necessarily to be observable. 

- Majority of what we know about these two types of learning has focused on 

non-human animals 

- With many types of behaviours that involve higher cognitive processes, what we 

can conclude from animal researches might be limited. 

A. Non-associative 

Ex: habituation 

B. Associative 

Ex: classical conditioning and operant conditioning 

2. Habituation 

- Habituation is a “getting used to it” response 

- What the organism getting used to is a novel stimulus 

- This novel stimulus will first elicit some orienting responses such as turning head 



around the stimulus 

- But after a prolonged exposure, the stimulus is no longer novel so the organism no 

longer shows orienting response.  

- The organism has “learned” that this stimulus has no special significance. And 

this is not a result of any associations. 

- We can not only study habituation in animals but also in humans especially in 

infants.  

- Habituation is quite stimulus specific for almost all circumstances 

Ex: if the organism gets used to the stimulus, when you present another stimulus, 

orienting response will return back to increase. 

- Is the simplest form of learning found in nearly every animal, even slugs and 

snails 

- Habituation is adaptive because it allows us to learn that a stimulus is not 

significant, and therefore you don’t have to be distracted by petty events. 

- In everyday life, we encounter many stimuli but we only have limited attention 

capacity so habituation is one of the mechanisms that can help us select stimuli 

that don’t need to be further processed. 
 


